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PHYS2330 Intermediate Mechanics Fall 2009

Midterm Exam #2 Thursday, 29 Oct 2009

This exam has four questions and you are to work all of them. You must hand in your
paper by the end of class time (9:50pm) unless prior arrangements have already been made
with the instructor.

Note that not all of the problems are worth the same number of points.

You may use your textbook, course notes, or any other reference you may have other
than another human. You are welcome to use your calculator or computer, although the test
is designed so that these are not absolutely necessary.

Good luck!
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Problem 1 (25 points). Two masses are connected to each other and to two fixed walls
by three springs as shown in this figure, taken from your textbook:

The motion is horizontal and frictionless. Find the eigenfrequencies and describe (in reason-
able detail) the normal modes for the case m1 = m, m2 = 4m, k1 = k2 ≡ k, and k3 = 7k.



Problem 2 (30 points). A mass m hangs from the end of a massless rod of fixed length R
but is otherwise free. The angle θ is the deviation of the rod from vertical, and φ is the angle
around the vertical. (These are just spherical polar coordinates with fixed radius r = R.)

a. (15 points) Find the kinetic and potential energies, and Lagrangian in terms of θ and φ.
Some formulas in Section 4.8 of Taylor (your textbook) will be useful.

b. (5 points) Find the conjugate momenta pθ and pφ.

c. (5 points) Construct the Hamiltonian as a function of θ, φ, pθ, and pφ.

d. (5 points) Show that φ is ignorable, and identify the effective potential energy if the
Hamiltonian is written only as a function of θ and pθ.
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Extra paper for Problem 2.



Problem 3 (20 points). A string is stretched tight between the points x = 0 and x = L
so that the speed of wave propagation is c. At time t = 0 the string is is still a straight line,
but is magically given an initial transverse velocity distribution v(x) = v0 sin(3πx/L). Find
the transverse motion u(x, t) of the string for all times, in terms of L, c, and v0.



Problem 4 (25 points). The figure shows
two identical masses m, connected to each
other by a massless string of fixed length
around a massless pulley. One mass hangs ver-
tically, while the other is attached to a spring
with stiffness k which is itself attached to a
fixed wall. The position x is measured with
respect to equilibrium.

x

a. (10 points) Write the Lagrangian in terms of the single generalized coordinate x.

b. (10 points) Find the (second order differential) equation of motion for the position x.

c. (5 points) Determine the (angular) frequency ω at which the system oscillates. If the
equation you found in (b) confuses you, consider making the substitution z ≡ x−mg/k.


